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Introduction
The sites in at-Ta¯r that have been so far excavated by the Institute for Cultural Studies of Ancient Iraq
of Kokushikan University are Hill A and Hill C, both of which have produced thousands of textile
fragments. Up to now, the restoration work of joining the fragments together to recognize the whole
appearances of textiles has been completed. Papers dealing with the textiles from Hill C have appeared
mainly in the journal “al-Ra¯fida¯n” of the Institute for Cultural Studies of Ancient Iraq, Kokushikan
University. The data that have been acquired on the textiles of Hill A have not yet been much stud-
ied; thus in this study, the documentation of these registries data into a database is tried. At the same
time, I try to establish the security control data for the efficient arrangement and conservation of
information.
Professor Dr. Ohnuma of the Institute for Cultural Studies of Ancient Iraq has claimed the neces-
sity of statistics processing of archaeological data for the study of stone artifacts [Ohnuma
1985]. However the Institute itself has not yet embarked upon this undertaking even with the estab-
lishment of the method for constructing such a database. The comparison between Japan and United
States on databases shows overwhelming predominance in U.S. [Japan Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry, Commerce and Information Policy Bureau 2001: pp.44–47]. In the U.S., any museum
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preserves and arranges their particular database by using their own method, and often it is open to
public by internet1). Many university museums conduct data arrangements; and such databases could
be reached by internet [Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology University of California 2001/
2002: p.5].
This time, I had an opportunity to arrange the textiles found in the caves of Hill A of at-Ta¯r, and
I first tried to construct the database of the textiles on the basis of records kept through former
researches as well as description in papers formerly published [Fujii 1976, 1980]. This project of
building up the textile database would help future researches with new possibilities and also serve as
a way of preservation of data acquired.
The registry and security data of the textiles from at-Ta¯r
To build the database, first, the data were inputted into worksheets by Excel in order to see the outline
of the textile data as a whole. Then, Access is used for setting up the data according to individual
items or types, which is a software for the database where data is stored, organized, searched and proc-
essed efficiently. First, to work with Excel for textiles from at-Ta¯r, the card-index lists were put in
order. The registration numbers for the textiles, given by the Institute for Cultural Studies of
Ancient Iraq, should be the most suitable choice in order to arrange the card-index lists. For example,
there are identical registration numbers in the textile card-index lists and photo data. And in some
cases, only photo card-index lists exist without the textile data. To avoid confusion, new numbers have
been given at the lower right of card-index lists.
The abstracted data with these new registration numbers have various pieces of information. The
minimum indispensable items for Excel are as follows.
1. Register No.: For a simple arrangement have been given original numbers of registry.
2. Type of data: Either the data with the details of textiles and photos and the data represented by
photo.
3. Season: The dates of excavation.
4. Name of Hill: The names of hills excavated.
5. Name of Cave: The names of caves excavated.
6. No: The registration numbers by the Institute for Cultural Studies of Ancient Iraq, Kokushikan
University.
7. Classification: Sorted according to textile functions and structure.
8. Photo No.: Photo numbers.
9. Number of upper right on registry: The handwritten numbers for the textiles stored.
10. Remarks: The sections of remarks have various pieces of information, which are grouped into the
following contents.
1) The textiles already returned to Iraq: These textiles have been returned to Iraq and only regis-
tries were left.
2) The textiles for radiocarbon (C14) dating.
3) Acrylic keeping case: The textiles in good condition or bearing characteristics useful for
researches. In some cases, textiles are kept in closed plastic bags or in opened plastic bag.
4) The missing textiles: Many of these textiles are those which have been used for C14 dating
tests.
The primary data items extracted for the arrangement of registry were inputted by Excel. In or-
der to make the location of storehouse clear, I have ascertained whether the textiles themselves corre-
spond without doubt to the data lists numbered by the Institute for Cultural Studies of Ancient
Iraq. The control data is added to them to produce a list. For the conservation of textiles lacerated in
various forms, the textile control data system was established.
 1) Hearing from Mrs. Inez Brooks-Myers, Curator of Costume and Textiles in the Oakland Museum of California (7th Oct. 2002).
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The location of storehouse of the textiles
from at-Ta¯r in the Institute for Cultural
Studies of Ancient Studies of Ancient Iraq,
Kokushikan University
The plan of the storage is shown in Fig. 1. The
textiles are kept in drawers and shelves.
1. At-Ta¯r textile drawers
The drawers have been labeled “Al-
Tar”. The drawers keep various sizes of tex-
tiles: large, medium and small.
Fragments were assembled into one textile
and conserved by stitching it to a sheet of
paper. In these drawers there are also some
excellent textiles, kept in acrylic keeping cases.
Each drawer has been indicated by the
name of each cave and registration numbers of
textiles.
2. At-Ta¯r textile shelves
1) Roll textiles: Textiles wrapped with pa-
per are kept on shelves in order. Some of
them have numbers on wrappers.
2) Replicated textiles: Two textiles repli-
cated, put between two acrylic sheets, lie
on a shelf on which are roll textiles.
3) Boxes: These have the numbers from
No.1 to No.26, and there are also two
boxes without numbers. Since the tex-
Fig. 1 The placement of textiles from at-Ta¯r in the
storehouse of the Institute for Cultural Studies
of Ancient Iraq, Kokushikan University.
tiles which had been assembled into one sheet of cloth were put into each drawer or shelf, the
boxes are empty with the exception that small textile fragments are left in there.
The database of the textiles from at-Ta¯r
The following is the method of constructing the textile database of at-Ta¯r.
The security control data of the registry and location of storage on Excel are transferred into the
database by utilizing the add-in function. This transfer is possible in using Excel data needed by
the Access database for checking the contents. Using Access of DBM (Database Management Sys-
tem) enables us to add amendment of construction anytime. The adjustment of the details of the field
should be done.
■
 Types of at-Ta¯r textile data 1. Classification into two tables
■
 Textile No. Structure etc. 1. Textile data
■
 Object storage, Reference 1. Security control data
■
 Photo No. Photograph 2. Image data
蜷
Fig. 2 The method and application of constructing the database of the textiles from at-Ta¯r.
As the database controls each field unit on record, field names should be added to input the
data. After the data was transferred to Access in order to input more detailed textile data, the classi-
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fication of the field names of registry data items was carried out to produce the master file.
The primary data includes the real of textiles and photos, and the secondary data includes the
textile data of registry and also the location of the storage and the information on articles and studies.
The data is classified into three items.
1. Textile Nos., size, structure, color, diameter thickness, material, twist directions, yarn density, etc.
2. The location of the storage: the location for the secure storage. Formerly published information.
3. The photos and photo Nos. of textiles: the information of negatives.




The two types of database are shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4.
Conclusion
In addition to these data, this project hopes to record the digital images of finds for future researches,
and we hope that the full use of the database strengthens the work of conservation and restoration
(fig.5).
On the basis of the previous researches, I examined the warp-edge selvages of the textiles from
the caves of Hill A in at-Ta¯r [Haraguchi 2003]. As a result of a general study focusing on the warp-
edge selvages of the starting borders of the Hill A textiles at at-Ta¯r, I consider that the textiles have
certain original characteristics of Mesopotamia, though they might have been influenced by styles in
the neighboring regions.
Textile






Fig. 5 A flowchart for researching the textiles from at-Ta¯r in the future.
Fig. 4 A photo example of the database of
the textiles from at-Ta¯r.
Fig. 3 A glance into the database of the textiles
from at-Ta¯r.
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These textiles unearthed in the cradle of Mesopotamian civilization are important treasures which
have significant meaning in the history of textiles. To link the fragmental information with the textile
manufacture, it is important to understand the mechanism and process of textile manufacture, includ-
ing their historical changes. This can be done by reproducing one textile from fragments by system-
atizing and saving them in digital data arranged in analog.
I hope this work be a contribution for Iraq’s return to international circles by the activation of
textile industry and through international collaboration.
Postscript
I presented a paper dealing with the same subject as this paper when I participated in the annual con-
ference and meeting at Costume Committee in ICOM (International Council of Museums - Non Gov-
ernmental Organizations of UNESCO), held on 6th October 2002 in the Oakland Museum of
California. The fact that I received there support from many participants may deserve mention here.
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